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LABOR ECONOMICS 

Week 1 

Labor supply – Basics 

János Köllő 

•Follows Chapter 6 of Ehrenberg–Smith (2002) 

•Further sources: Borjas (1999), Chapters 2 and 3 and studies quoted in the text 

Labor supply – Basics 

Individuals maximise utility from the consumption of goods (X) and leisure (L). 

The problem is how to split total available time (T) to working time (H) and leisure (L). 

The individual has non-labor income (y) and reckons net hourly wage w. Both y and w 

are independent of working time T-L 

Formally*: 

])(,[max),(max),(max yLTwLywHLUXLU
LLL

*) For the derivation and comparative statics see Week 2 Labor supply - Topics
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Labor supply – Assumptions 

F1) Consumption and leisure are substitutable, normal goods 

F2) The time budget (T) is exogenous 

This assumption is not fully supported by the data. Biddle–Hamermesh (1990) find, 

for instance, that sleeping time falls with potential earnings. If wages are higher by 

20 per cent, sleep is shorter by half an hour. 

F3) Non-wage income is independent of working time (thus from total labor income) 

Examples of non-wage income, for which this assumption usually holds: spouse’s 

labor income, unconditional flat-rate and lump-sum transfers. Note that capital 

income often comes from investments financed by savings from past labor income. 

If past and present working time are correlated, non-wage income and working 

time will be correlated, too. In the benchmark model we assume away this 

possibility. 

Labor supply – Preferences 

(L) Leisure

(X) Consumption

Indifference curves

(L) Leisure

(X) Consumption

Indifference curves
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Indifference curves 

Slope = marginal rate of substitution 

Why? 

For small moves along the curve (as from A to B) 

MUx X + MUL L=0 holds by definition of the 

indifference curve. Rearranging terms yields:   

Happiness in different activities  

Happiness (index) 

Sex  4.7  

Socialising after work  4.1  

Dinner  4.0  

Relaxing  3.9  

Lunch  3.9 

Exercising  3.8 

Praying  3.8 

Socialising at work  3.8 

Watching TV  3.6 

Phone at home  3.5 

Napping  3.3 

Cooking  3.2 

Shopping  3.2 

Computer at home*  3.1 

Housework  3.0 

Childcare  3.0 

Evening commute  2.8 

Working  2.7 

Morning commute  2.0 

A
B

(X) Consumption

(L) Leisure

A
B

(X) Consumption

(L) Leisure

X

L

MU

MU

L

X

Leisure

Work and travel to/from work

Leisure

Work and travel to/from work
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Presentation by Richard Layard http://cep.lse.ac.uk/events/lectures/layard/RL030303.pdf 

Labor supply – The budget constraint 

The decisions on the number of working hours (H*  H>0) and labor force non-

participation (H*=0) are to be distinguished because the effect of w on the internal and 

corner solutions differ. 

In the graphical illustrations of the corner solutions we shall assume fixed employment 

costs (such as travel to work and expenditures on child care) in order to improve 

visibility.  

Happiness in different activities 

Happiness (index) 

Sex 4.7 

Socialising after work 4.1 

Dinner 4.0 

Relaxing 3.9 

Lunch 3.9 

Exercising 3.8 Leisure

Praying 3.8 

Socialising at work 3.8 

Watching TV 3.6 

Phone at home 3.5 

Napping 3.3 

Cooking 3.2 

Shopping 3.2 

Computer at home* 3.1 Household production

Housework 3.0 

Childcare 3.0 

Evening commute 2.8 

Working 2.7 Work and travel to work

Morning commute 2.0 

Happiness in different activities 

Happiness (index) 

Sex 4.7 

Socialising after work 4.1 

Dinner 4.0 

Relaxing 3.9 

Lunch 3.9 

Exercising 3.8 Leisure

Praying 3.8 

Socialising at work 3.8 

Watching TV 3.6 

Phone at home 3.5 

Napping 3.3 

Cooking 3.2 

Shopping 3.2 

Computer at home* 3.1 Household production

Housework 3.0 

Childcare 3.0 

Evening commute 2.8 

Working 2.7 Work and travel to work

Morning commute 2.0 
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Labor supply – Optimal allocation (internal 

solution)   

In optimum the slopes of the indifference curve and the budget line are equal: –

MUL/MUX = –w 

Rearranging terms yields 

In optimum, the marginal utility of additional consumption equals the marginal utility of 

additional leisure one can buy at the cost of a unit change in the hourly wage. 

w if the price of leisure  time is money. 

(L) leisure

(X) consumption

H* workL* leisure

X* consumption

(L) leisure

(X) consumption

H* workL* leisure

X* consumption

X
L MU

w

MU
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Labor supply – Optimum allocation (corner 

solution)   

The individual is indifferent between working  H* 

hours at point A) and inactivity (point B, H=0)* 

The wage, which ensures indifference is called 

the reservation wage. 

For all wages lower than the reservation wage 

the optimal choice is inactivity (H=0). 

*) Note that we assumed fixed costs therefore the budget line breaks at a point lower 

than B 

In lack of fixed costs the reservation wage 

equals the marginal rate of substitution between 

consumption and leisure at H=0 (shown by the 

line tangent to the indifference curve at point B).   

(L) leisure

(X) consumption

H* workL* leisure

X* consumption
A

B

(L) leisure

(X) consumption

H* workL* leisure

X* consumption
A

B

(L) leisure

(X) consumption

B

(L) leisure

(X) consumption

B
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The effect of change in y 

(internal solution)   

The starting allocation 

Parallel shift of the budget line. 

Demand for leisure falls and labor 

supply unambiguously rises (A B)  

(L) leisure

(X) consumption

H, work

L, leisure
(L) leisure

(X) consumption

H, work

L, leisure

(L) leisure

(X) consumption

H, work

L, leisure

y

A

B

(L) leisure

(X) consumption

H, work

L, leisure

y

A

B
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The effect of change in y 

(corner solution) 

Consider an individual indifferent 

between non-participation and 

work 

After a rise in y the reservation 

wage (blue line) exceeds the going 

wage (dotted line). The worker will 

quit the labor market.  

(L) leisure

(X), consumption

(L) leisure

(X), consumption

(L) leisure

(X) consumption

y

(L) leisure

(X) consumption

y
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The effect of change in y: 

conclusion 

A rise in non-wage income reduces labor supply on both the intensive and the extensive 

margins. 

Labor supply – The effect of w 

(internal solution)   

The effect of w is ambiguous. 

Why? 

(L) leisure

(X) consumption

w1

w2

w3

w4

(L) leisure

(X) consumption

w1

w2

w3

w4
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Income effect: A  B (–) 

Substitution effect: B  C (+) 

The sign of the total effect  

is ambiguous.   

Labor supply – The effect of w 

(corner solution)   

Non-participation if the market 

wage falls short of the reservation 

wage (blue line).  

Work if the market wage exceeds 

the reservation wage (as in B) 

(L) leisure

(X) consumption

H, workL, leisure

A

B

C

(L) leisure

(X) consumption

H, workL, leisure

A

B

C

(L) leisure

(X) consumption

A

B

(L) leisure

(X) consumption

A

B
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Labor supply – The effect of w: 

conclusions 

For people already at work, a rise in w may increase or decrease labor supply because 

the income effect and the substitution effect work in the opposite direction. 

For people out of the labor market, a rise in w unambiguously strengthens incentive to 

work (no income effect)* 

How individual and market-level supply curves are affected?  

Backward-bending labor supply curves 

For people working long hours for a high wage, a further rise in w may decrease labor 

supply.  

*) For the formal proof see Week 2 Labor supply – Topics

H

w

Substitution effect 

dominates

Income effect 

dominates

H

w

Substitution effect 

dominates

Income effect 

dominates

*) Note that we moved from an X–L space to a w–H space
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Market supply 

We have a market with three potential 

employees differing in their reservation 

wages. As w increases, A, B and C 

enter the labor market, respectively.  

Aggregate supply rises with w, and it 

would rise monotonously in case of 

many actors. 

Market supply is likely to increase with w as long as responses to wage changes are 

dominated by participation decisions (rather than decisions on working hours by 

employees).  

Effects of taxes and fixed costs* 

w

S

B

C

A

w

S

B

C

A

*) S is aggregate supply measured in hours

*) The effects of unemployment benefits are discussed in  Week 2 Labor supply – Topics
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Labor supply – Taxes 

Poll tax 

Analogous with a change in y. It the net wage is not adjusted, the introduction of a poll 

tax increases labor supply.  

Despite of that, the idea of the poll tax is not highly popular.   

X

L

X

L

Poll tax riot, London, March 31, 1990Poll tax riot, London, March 31, 1990Poll tax riot, London, March 31, 1990
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Labor supply – Taxes 

Linear payroll tax 

Analogous with the effect of change in w. If the net wage is not adjusted, the introduction 

of a linear payroll tax reduces labor supply on the extensive margin and has ambiguous 

effect on the intensive margin.   

The budget curve rotates anti-clockwise. 

Some people will exit the labor market. 

The hours supply of the person on the 

chart will fall but this conclusion may not 

generally hold.  

Non-linear positive and negative taxes 

Taxation and transfers may create rather complex budget constraints. The arrangement 

on the chart occurs quite frequently 

Ranges: 

(A) High marginal tax rate 

(B) Low marginal tax rate 

(C) High effective marginal tax rate 

(Because the worker may lose means-

tested transfers as her income rises.) 

X

L

X

L

X

L

A

B

C

X

L

A

B

C
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How the budget curve looks like? Try to transpose the chart on the left hand to the X–L 

space!*  

Effective marginal income tax rate for a worker raising two children, Hungary 2007*

Annual income ( thousand Ft)

Source: Ministry of Finance, micro simulation, 2008

Effective marginal tax rate, per cent
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Effective marginal income tax rate for a worker raising two children, Hungary 2007*

Annual income ( thousand Ft)

Source: Ministry of Finance, micro simulation, 2008
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Az aktív házastárssal élő, lakásfenntartási támogatásra és RSZS-re jogosult, 
két gyermeket nevelő egyén effektív marginális adókulcsa 2007-ben (PM)

Éves jövedelem (eFt)

Effektív marginális adókulcs
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*) Thinking in terms of annual working time and zero savings L

X
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két gyermeket nevelő egyén effektív marginális adókulcsa 2007-ben (PM)
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Breaks in the budget curve may create multiple optima  poverty trap 

The person on the chart is 

uninterested in gradually raising 

her annual labor supply from HA 

to HB by way of bit longer hours, 

bit less absence, faster job search, 

and so on. She may stay in A 

despite being indifferent between 

A and B.  

Labor supply – Fixed costs 

 The effect of work-related costs, which vary with working time* is analogous with 

the effect of the net wage – an uninteresting case. 

 Fixed costs may take the form of pecuniary and time costs**. This distinction is 

important as their effects differ on the intensive margin.  

X

L

B

A

HA

X

L

B

A

HA

*) Such as excess expenditure on dressing and out-of-home meal

**) Such as money and time spent on travel and child care
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Fixed monetary cost 

Increases the hours supply of 

those at work 

Decreases labor force participation 

As c1 monetary cost appears, the 

optimal hours supply of the person 

in question increases (shift A B). 

Furthermore, she is now indifferent 

between B and C. If money cost 

increases by more than c1, the 

person quits the labor market. 

X

L

A

B

c1 monetary cost

C

X

L

A

B

c1 monetary cost

C
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Fixed time cost 

The starting time allocation (time cost = c1) 

The time budget is T–c1. The question is how to split T–c1 

between work and leisure.   

An increase in time costs reduces labor supply on both the 

extensive and the intensive margins 

Time cost increases from c1 to c1+c2. The optimum now is B 

instead of A. While the time frame decreases by c2, leisure 

only decreases by the horizontal projection of the distance A-

B. It follows that working time decreases, too. If time cost 

increases by more than c2, the person quits the labor market.   

X

L

A

c1

leisure workwork time lost

y

T

X

L

A

c1

leisure workwork time lost

y

T

X

L

A

B

c1

c2

D

leisure workwork time lost

c1

X

L

A

B

c1

c2

D

leisure workwork time lost

c1


